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1: TeachersFirst's Middle East Interactive Activities
Middle East Geography. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Middle East Geography. Some of the worksheets
displayed are Middle east geography unit information, The geography of the middle east, Map work basic skills,
Teaching about the middle east, The geography of the middle east, The middle east and north africa activities, An action
research approach prepared by adrianne everton.

It sits in Western Asia, bordered by the Mediterranean Sea. The climate is hot and dry. This region is an
ancient one, and people have been living here for thousands of years. Their religion is very important to them
and they often have strict rules that may seem different than the rules most people in the United States live by.
Remember, though, that for Muslims, the most important part of their faith is to love and serve God. Family is
very important and most Muslims want peace. Parents want their children to be healthy and strong. Children
want to play and make friends. Many countries in the Middle East are wealthy because they have large
quantities of crude oil. The Middle East Vocabulary Ancient: Why is everything in the Middle East called
very old or ancient? Everything there is called old or ancient mostly because a lot of it is. From what scientists
can tell human civilization began in this area. They even call part of it the cradle of civilization. People always
talk about oil in the Middle East and how important it is. Is that the only place oil comes from? Russia and the
United States also have oil reserves. The problem is that the available oil is limited at it is a limited resource.
This fossil fuel takes millions of years and the right conditions of organic materials, intense heat and intense
pressure to develop. Humans are burning oil at a much faster rate than nature can replenish it.
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2: Geography for Kids: Middle East
Cultural Geography Of The Middle East. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Cultural Geography Of The Middle
East. Some of the worksheets displayed are An action research approach prepared by adrianne everton, Teaching
about the middle east, The middle east and north africa activities, 8th grade social studies world geography and culture,
World regional north africa geography southwest.

Two or three minute class periods Grade Level Objective Students will be able to: Find the Middle East and
North Africa on a map of the world, and know the location of the countries and capitals within the Middle
East and North Africa. Understand and give examples of the diversity in the region, distinguishing from
prevailing stereotypes. Understand and analyze the geographic history of the region, from its ancient empires
to its 20th century colonial powers. Apply geographic knowledge to a newspaper article about the political
future of the region. Evaluate the arguments made in the article, and the cultural perspective of the writer.
Embark upon further study of the region, whether the unit concerns history or current affairs. It also ensures a
basic geographical starting point for any unit plan about the region, or for any mini-unit delving into Middle
Eastern current affairs. Background Throughout history, the geography of the Middle East has been at the
heart of many of its most critical political and cultural moments. Gauge to what extent students actually have a
geographic knowledge of the region. Come back together as a class for a short discussion before labeling the
maps together. What is the Middle East? Where did the term come from? Is it a defined land mass, or can it
have different definitions? As a class, come up with a list of qualities generally assumed to be similar about
Middle Eastern countries. As students do this, point out anomalies. Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan and Syria have
sizable Christian populations, and that more than 80 percent of Israeli citizens are Jewish. In Iran, the majority
speaks Farsi also called Persian. If you do not have access to the Internet, make copies of almanac pages for
each country â€” or for the countries on which you want students to focus. Scatter the pages around the room,
and have students move from station to station gathering the info from each page. In a summary paragraph of
10 sentences or less rubric below , summarize the time period, geographic reach and defining political and
cultural traits of of one of the following: Or, assign students one of the following, so as to make sure at least
one person does each empire or caliphate.
3: Unit 3 - Middle East - Mr. Churchward's Classroom Webpage
Middle Eastern Geography Questions - All Grades You can create printable tests and worksheets from these Middle
Eastern Geography questions! Select one or more questions using the checkboxes above each question.

4: Cultural Geography Of The Middle East Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
The Middle East Worksheet - Download this interesting FREE Word Searches - Geography for Kids.. This FREE
worksheet on the Middle East comes with a word searches puzzle as well as a find the hidden missing words game for
your kids.

5: Middle East | TheHomeSchoolMom
2. Middle East Geography Power Point and Worksheet are BELOW! (Due 12/3).

6: Middle East - www.enganchecubano.com
In this geography skills worksheet, students examine the provided map of the Middle East, identify the noted countries,
and write facts about each of the countries. Get Free Access See Review Middle East Map Quiz.
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7: Geography Worksheets & Free Printables | www.enganchecubano.com
Middle East: A collection of geography pages, printouts, and activities for students. (in the Middle East). Do worksheets
on the map and the flag of Afghanistan.

8: Middle East Geography Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
Find worksheets about Middle East Geography. www.enganchecubano.com is an online resource used every day by
thousands of teachers, students and parents.

9: Middle Eastern Geography Questions for Tests and Worksheets
The final step is to label and color the Middle East map, clearly identifying continents, major cities, bodies of water, and
major landforms. The area referred to in the news story should be.
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